WHERE WE ARE IN THE PROCESS

Kick-off and Information Gathering

DESIGN

Design Concepts Public Meeting #1

Concept Refinement Public Meeting #2

Design Development

Construction Documentation and Permitting

Construction
THREE CONCEPTS
I WOULD USE KENTON PARK MORE IF....

- It had more seating
- More features for children 2-5
- More features for children 5-12
COMMUNITY INPUT

TELL US YOUR THOUGHTS...

CLIMBING WALLS WITH ROPE
"ladders to go up high"

SLIDES
A path that flanks the whole park for joggers, walkers, parents/caregivers of strollers

People frequently smoke at the picnic tables. Set of feel that new playground structure should be removed from the tables for this reason. YES!

A restroom renovation would be great.

I think that people like the idea of a nature-based playground but in my opinion, kids aren’t as attracted to these kinds of spaces. They don’t play on them.
Their could be a picnic table by a tree and not on concrete
I bike to Kanto, platform/train from Delaware st. everyday. a shady path would be great.
PREFERRED PLAY

54% NATURE BASED
Theme based on natural elements

22% SCULPTURAL
Theme based on a single focal element

23% TRADITIONAL
Theme based on organized play focused

WHAT WE HEARD
PREFERRED PLAY TYPES

- **81%**: Climbing
- **67%**: Natural
- **65%**: Fort
- **52%**: Imaginative
- **50%**: Slide
- **46%**: Musical

WHAT WE HEARD
EXISTING SWING SET AND SAFETY SURFACE TO REMAIN
RE-ALIGNED PATH
EXISTING ACCESSIBLE SWING TO REMAIN
RAIN GARDEN
BENCHES
NEW PLAY AREA
PICNIC AREA WITH PROPOSED TREES
DRINKING FOUNTAIN
RAIN GARDEN
EXISTING REST ROOM
EXISTING SPLASH PAD

CONCEPT DESIGN
CLIMBING & BALANCE

PLAY TYPES
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

SPINNERS AND FREESTANDING PLAY

PLAY TYPES
IMAGINATIVE PLAY SURFACING

OPTION 1

OPTION 2
INITIATE PROJECT

OPEN HOUSE #1 MARCH 7

DESIGN

OPEN HOUSE #2 APRIL 13

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

PERMITTING AND BIDDING

CONSTRUCTION

FINAL COMPLETION LATE SUMMER 2018